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Abstract. Metastatic diffusion is a major adverse prognostic 
determinant in lung cancer, that is ultimately responsible for 
significant morbidity, organ failure and death. Chemokine 
signaling pathways are known to guide site-specific metastatic 
spread in solid tumours. However, little is known about the 
contribution of CX3CR1 in the systemic dissemination of 
lung cancer. Syngeneic primary lung cancer/metastasis tissue 
microarray slides were constructed using 98 post-mortem 
specimens taken from patients with untreated lung cancer and 
immunostained for CX3CR1. Clinicopathological correlation 
between CX3CR1 expression and patient demographics, tumour 
histology, stage and pattern of metastatic spread was performed 
using χ2 test. CX3CR1 immunopositivity was significantly 
higher in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) compared to 
small cell (SCLC) primary (p<0.001) and secondary tumours 
(p<0.001), with >75% of the metastatic sites staining positively 
in NSCLC. CX3CR1 positivity was significantly associated with 
stage and number of metastatic sites (p=0.03). At patients' death 
CX3CR1-negative lung adenocarcinomas were more likely to 
have spread to the brain and the liver (p=0.01). CX3CR1 is 
upregulated in NSCLC metastatic disease and its expression in 
primary lung tumours relates inversely to organotropic spread 
of cancer cells to the brain and the liver.

Introduction

Lung cancer is the leading cause of malignancy-related mortality 
worldwide (1). Metastatic dissemination is amongst the major 
determinants of adverse prognosis, affecting ≤50% of the patients 
presenting with small cell (SCLC) and non-small cell (NSCLC) 
lung carcinomas (2).

Despite the advancements achieved in the systemic treatment 
of lung cancer, the 5-year survival probability in patients with 
stage IV disease remains <5% (3). Metastatic spread to vital 
organs such as the brain or the liver confers significant morbidity 
in patients with advanced lung cancer, ultimately leading to a 
worsening of clinical symptoms, organ failure and death (4).

It has long been recognized that the process of metastatic 
diffusion to distant organs does not happen at random, but rather 
reflects a complex interplay between the neoplastic cell clone 
and the target tissue (5). The invasion of the bloodstream by 
cancer cells is not sufficient to produce a secondary growth, that 
rather depends on their ability to survive in the bloodstream, 
arrest and extravasate into the target organ and secure indepen-
dent growth capacity (6).

Among the factors that make the metastatic diffusion 
of cancer cells a highly selective process, an increasingly 
relevant role has been recognized for the chemokine system, 
a complex network of >50 different soluble glycoproteins and 
20 G-protein coupled trans-membrane receptors that has been 
involved in the promotion of neoangiogenesis (7) as well as in 
the acquisition of invasive properties by tumour cells (8).

It has been shown that the constitutive production of different 
subtypes of chemokines may represent the molecular correlate 
which influences the preferential spread of tumour cells in 
specific anatomical sites of the body. It has been suggested that 
the chemokine secretion signature of a given tissue combined 
with the selective expression of the matched receptors by tumour 
cell clones might explain the site-specific spread of metastatic 
foci observed in solid tumours (9).

This concept is scientifically valid in lung cancer where the 
interaction between chemokine receptor CXCR4 and its ligand 
CXCL12 has been discovered to promote the metastatic potential 
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in NSCLC both in vitro and in vivo (10), whereas the overexpres-
sion of CCR7 in primary lung cancer specimens is a predictor of 
a significant lymphotropic behavior (11).

Recently, an increasing scientific interest has been devoted to 
the study of the chemokine receptor CX3CR1, a seven spanning 
transmembrane protein that uniquely interacts with CX3CL1 or 
Fractalkine (FKN). It has been shown that tumour cell clones 
expressing CX3CR1 are induced to adhere to neuronal cells 
through the activation of β-integrins and focal adhesion kinase 
in pancreatic cancer (12). Likewise, overexpression of CX3CR1 
in the primary tumour confers a 10-fold increased risk for the 
development of brain metastases in node-positive breast cancer 
patients (13).

As the role of CX3CR1 in the metastatic spread of 
bronchogenic carcinoma is poorly defined, we designed 
this study in order to evaluate whether the expression of 
CX3CR1 in primary lung cancers specimens predicted the 
pattern of metastatic spread. In addition we evaluated the 
expression of CX3CR1 in metastatic lung cancer deposits. 
For this purpose, we adopted a tissue microarray (TMA) 
analysis approach taking advantage of an isogeneic collec-
tion matched primary and metastatic archival lung cancers 
obtained from post-mortem (PM) examinations of previously 
untreated lung cancer patients.

Materials and methods

Patients. The reports of 12,580 PM examinations performed 
at the Hammersmith Hospital between January 1970 and 
December 2005 were reviewed (Ethics Reference: 06/Q0406/ 
154). Lung cancer was identified in 499 cases of whom 213 
patients had not received any antemortem therapy for their 
cancer and had also undergone a complete post-mortem 
examination. Clinicopathological variables such as gender, 
age at death, tumour staging together with the number and 
distribution of metastatic sites were recorded. The absence of 
any chemotherapy or radiotherapy treatment was confirmed 
by a review of PM reports and medical notes. Tumour staging 
followed the TNM criteria 7th edition (14). Hematoxylin and 
eosin (H&E) slides from these cases were reviewed by a board 
certified pathologist with expertise in pulmonary pathology 
(FAM) in order to confirm histotype classification as well as 
metastatic distribution. The quality of the primary lung and 
metastatic PM tissue was preliminary evaluated on newly cut 
H&E sections. In order to evaluate the suitability of the tissue 
for immunohistochemical studies, well-preserved specimens 
were immunostained for pan-cytokeratin MNF116 (Dako, 
Cambridge, UK) at 1:200 concentration after 0.1% trypsin in 
phosphate buffered saline incubation for 10 min. PM specimens 
showing dubious or unsatisfactory MNF116 staining were 
discarded. Based on these quality criteria, we included a total 
number of 98 cases of primary lung cancer with 134 matched 
metastatic deposits.

Tissue microarray and immunohistochemistry. A syngeneic 
primary tumour/metastasis TMA was prepared as previously 
described (15). Three 1-mm cores were obtained from the most 
representative areas of the primary tumours and matched 
secondary lesions and re-embedded in microarray blocks. 
Antigen retrieval was carried out using standard procedures: 

briefly, the sections were de-paraffinized in xylene, rehy-
drated in graded alcohols and heated in a microwave oven 
at 900 W for 20 min in citrate buffer at pH 6.0 (16). Before 
immunostaining, slides were cooled at room temperature 
and endogenous peroxidase activity was suppressed by incu-
bation with a 3% solution of H2O2 for 5 min. The primary 
antibody anti-CX3CR1 (Abcam ab8021, Cambridge, UK) 
was incubated overnight at the concentration 1:350.

The TMA sections were incubated with the secondary 
antibody for 1 hour at room temperature and then processed 
using the Polymer-HRP kit (BioGenex, San Ramon, CA, 
USA) with development in diaminobenzidine and Mayer's 
hematoxylin counterstaining. A pancreatic ductal adenocar-
cinoma tissue sample was used as external positive control 
during each reaction to confirm its specificity. Omission of 
the primary antibody and pre-absorption of the primary with 
the immunizing peptide were used as negative control reac-
tions. This resulted in absence of staining in all cases.

CX3CR1 expression was scored as positive if tumour cells 
showed clear cytoplasmic immunostain as described before 
(17). Positivity in a single TMA core was considered enough 
to classify the case as positive. Two observers (F.A.M. and 
R.J.S.) blinded to the clinical data scored all the cases and 
results were found to be consistent.

Statistical analysis. Pearson's χ2 or Fisher's exact tests 
were used to elucidate any significant associations between 
categorical variables as appropriate. Associations were 
considered statistically significant at p-value of p<0.05. 
Analysis was performed using SPSS software version 

Table I. Clinicopathological features of the patients included 
in the study.

Patient characteristic N=98

Age at death, median (range) 70 (43-93)

Gender, M/F 73/25

Histopathological classification
 NSCLC 65 (66)
 Squamous cell carcinoma 30 (31)
 Adenocarcinoma 32 (33)
 Mixed histology   3   (2)
 SCLC 29 (30)
 Large cell neuroendocrine carcinomas   4   (4)

TNM stage
 II-III 21 (21)
 IVa   3   (3)
 IVb 74 (76)

SCLC stage
 Limited disease   4 (14)
 Extensive disease 25 (86)
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11.5 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and GraphPad PRISM 
(GraphPad software Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA).

Results

Patients and tumour characteristics. The clinicopathological 
features reconstructed from the 98 PM included in the study 
are summarized in Table I. Briefly, the majority of patients were 
diagnosed with NSCLC (66%). At the time of death, 76% of 
the subjects had evidence of distant metastases. SCLC cases 
displayed a more advanced spread to locoregional lymph nodes 
(26/29 cases, 90% versus 41/65, 63%; p<0.001) and to the liver 
(21/29, 72% versus 31/65 p=0.02) when compared to NSCLC.

The expression of CX3CR1 in primary lung cancer and matched 
metastatic deposits. The frequency of CX3CR1 expression in 
the primary tumours was significantly higher in NSCLC (41/65, 
63%) compared to SCLC (2/29, 7% p<0.001). Histological 
subclassification revealed large cell neuroendocrine carcinoma 
(4/4, 100%) and squamous cell carcinomas (27/30, 93%) as being 
mostly CX3CR1 expressors when compared to adenocarcinomas 
(16/32, 50%, p<0.001). The relationship between CX3CR1 
immunopositivity in the primary tumour and the clinicopatho-
logical characteristics of our patient cohort is reported in Table II. 
The overall proportion of CX3CR1 immunopositive metastatic 
deposits was higher in NSCLC (57/88, 65%) compared to SCLC 
(17/58, 29%, p<0.001) as shown in Fig. 1.

The distribution of CX3CR1 expression across the sampled 
metastatic sites is reported in Fig. 2. In NSCLC, atypical sites 
of metastatic spread including thyroid, heart, small bowel and 
skin were all positive to CX3CR1 (8/8, 100%), followed by 
>75% of the kidney, liver, bone and brain deposits. All the 
sampled splenic metastases from NSCLC primaries were 
negative for CX3CR1 (5/5). In SCLC cases, 83% (5/6) of the 
CNS metastatic sites were positive to CX3CR1 whereas only 
a minority of the other sites including locoregional lymph 
nodes (2/14, 14%) and liver (4/14, 28%) expressed this chemo-
kine receptor. Adrenal gland metastases arising from SCLC 
were all negative for CX3CR1 (7/7).

The relationship between the expression of CX3CR1 in 
the primary tumour and the distribution of metastatic deposits 
is reported in Table III. Primary tumours lacking the expres-
sion of CX3CR1 were more likely to have spread to the brain 
(p=0.03) and liver (p=0.04) and histological subanalysis 
demonstrated this distribution to be typical of lung adenocar-

Table II. The relationship between CX3CR1 expression in the 
primary tumour and clinicopathological features at post-mortem 
examination.

  CX3CR1- CX3CR1- P-value
  positive negative

Gender, M/F 38/9 35/16 NS

Age
 <65/≥65 18/33 10/37 NS

Stage
 <IVb/IVb 16/31   8/43 0.03a

Metastatic spread
 <6/≥6 sites 42/5 37/14 0.04a

aP<0.05, statistically significant.

Figure 1. The proportion of CX3CR1 expression in NSCLC and SCLC meta-
static deposits.

Figure 2. Distribution of CX3CR1 expression in NSCLC and SCLC metastatic deposits across the sampled metastatic sites.
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cinoma (p=0.01), but not of other histotypes. CX3CR1 status 
in the primary tumour correlated with N3 lymph node spread 
(p=0.04) and a significant association between CX3CR1 
positivity within the primary tumour and in the secondary 
lymphatic spread was noted (p=0.03).

CX3CR1 positivity within the liver and adrenal deposits 
was associated with NSCLC histology (p=0.001 and p=0.01 
respectively). Representative sections of CX3CR1-positive and 
-negative tumours are shown in Fig. 3.

Discussion

Previous research has shown that the differential expression of 
chemokines and their receptors can determine invasiveness and 
angiogenic potential of tumours and consequently is associated 
with a worse survival outcome in NSCLC (7,18) as well as in 
SCLC (19,20). In addition, the activation of specific chemokine 

signaling pathways may predict the organ orientation of the 
metastatic spread (21).

The expression of CX3CR1 has been previously reported 
in several tumours such as breast (13), prostate (22), pancreatic 
(12), ovarian cancer (23) and B-cell lymphoma (17). However, 
the precise role of this receptor in the malignant progression 
of lung cancer has not been addressed by previous research.

In our study we sought to determine whether CX3CR1 may 
represent a molecular factor involved in the metastatic spread 
of lung cancer. To test this hypothesis, we examined whether 
CX3CR1 expression in the primary tumour supported the meta-
static site predilection of lung cancer cells on a series of untreated 
lung cancers. Interestingly, we found that primary tumours 
lacking CX3CR1 expression displayed a higher proportion of 
liver and brain metastatic deposits, and this was particularly 
significant in lung adenocarcinoma, a histotype with peculiar 
neurotropic and hepatotropic potential.

Table III. The relationship between CX3CR1 expression across the different histotypes of primary lung cancer and the site- 
specific metastatic spread.

 ADK SCC SCLC Overall
 ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ 
 CX3CR1 CX3CR1 CX3CR1 CX3CR1
 ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ 
  + - P-value + - P-value + - P-value + - P-value

Brain
 +   1   9 0.01a   1   2 NS 1   5 NS   6 16 0.03a

 - 14   8  22   5  1 22  41 35 

Liver
 +   4 13 0.01a   5   2 NS 2 19 NS 21 34 0.04a

 - 11   4  13 10  0   8  26 17 

Lymph nodes N3
 +   6   9 NS   8   1 NS 2 21 NS 18 31 0.04a

 -   9   8  15   6  0   6  29 20 

Adrenal
 +   7 11 NS   3   2 NS 2 11 NS 17 24 NS
 -   6   8  20   5  0 16  30 27 

Kidney
 +   1   6 NS   3   1 NS 1   3 NS   6 10 NS
 - 14 11  20   6  1 24  41 41 

Spleen
 +   2   2 NS   3   0 NS 0   2 NS   5   4 NS
 - 13 15  20   7  2 25  42 47 

Other
 +   0   1 NS   2   0 NS 0   1 NS   3   2 NS
 - 15 16    7 21  2 26  44 49 

ADK, adenocarcinoma; SCC, squamous cell carcinoma; SCLC, small cell lung cancer. aAssociations reaching statistical significance.
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Several published reports suggest that the aberrant activa-
tion of CX3CR1 is a molecular trait promoting the organotropic 
spread of primary tumours of the breast, pancreas and prostate 
to other vital organs including liver and brain.

However, in the specific context of lung cancer, we found 
that primary adenocarcinomas staining positively for CX3CR1 
had a lesser tendency to diffuse to the liver and the brain. In 
keeping with the results described for hepatocellular carci-
noma, where positivity to FKN and CX3CR1 reflects a less 
aggressive course of the disease (24), our findings let us infer 
that this molecular pathway can variably influence the process 
of metastatic spread across different tumour histotypes.

Since the molecular phenotype of lung primary tumours can 
differ significantly from that of their metastatic counterparts 
(25), we subsequently evaluated the distribution of CX3CR1 
expression across the various sampled metastatic sites to further 
characterize its role in the systemic spread of the disease. 
Interestingly, the disproportion in CX3CR1 positivity we 
observed in the primaries was conserved in the matched meta-
static deposits, in which NSCLC displayed higher expression 
rates over SCLC in all the sampled districts with the exception 
of the brain.

Strikingly, all the atypical sites of metastatic diffusion 
including myocardium, thyroid, small bowel and skin were posi-
tive to CX3CR1 in NSCLC, whereas SCLC adrenal secondaries 
did not express the receptor. As previous research in NSCLC has 
shown that CXC chemokines and their receptors are frequently 
subject to epigenetic silencing in primary tumours compared 
to normal bronchial epithelium (26), we may suppose that 
a reversal of such epigenetic control may be responsible for 
the significant degree of CX3CR1 positivity observed in the 
metastatic disease.

Furthermore, the high expression rates observed in specific 
districts of metastatic spread such as the liver and the central 
nervous system (CNS) support the hypothesis that the acquisi-

tion of CX3CR1 positivity does not happen at random, but may 
rather represent a site-selective molecular event conferring 
growth advantage to the metastasized cell clone.

FKN is largely and constitutively expressed in the CNS 
(27) including in activated brain endothelial cells (28). It is 
hypothesized that FKN expression within the target tissue could 
provide a chemoattracting gradient promoting trans-endothelial 
migration of metastasizing tumour cells (29). According to this 
model, expression of CX3CR1 by epithelial tumours may favor 
the neurotropic dissemination of micrometastatic foci (30).

A similar mechanism is inherent in the pathogenesis of liver 
metastatic diffusion, a renowned poor prognostic trait in lung 
cancer (31), whereby the expression of FKN by hepatic sinu-
soidal cells may promote liver specific homing of pulmonary 
adenocarcinoma cells (24).

Since the activation of CX3CR1 is known to increase the 
phosphorylation of master regulators of cancer cell proliferation 
such as AKT and ERK1/2 (30), we speculate that the contri-
bution of the FKN/CX3CR1 axis in the progression of lung 
cancer may be that it provides survival advantage signals to the 
metastasized tumour cells which secures independent growth 
potential within the brain parenchyma.

On the other hand, given the recognized role of FKN in the 
promotion of angiogenesis (32), it is reasonable to presume that 
the increased proportion of CX3CR1 positivity observed within 
the brain deposits may reflect a locally enhanced pro-angiogenic 
environment. It has been previously demonstrated that brain 
metastases do not share the same angiogenic phenotype of the 
corresponding primary NSCLC. In particular, the stronger 
production of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) 
observed in the brain secondary tumours (25) may be mirrored 
by the consistent and potentially angiogenesis-driven up-regula-
tion of CX3CR1 as reported in our study.

Irrespective of the mechanisms involved, the results of the 
present study suggest that CX3CR1 is involved in the clinical 

Figure 3. Expression of CX3CR1 by immunohistochemistry in representative sections of primary and metastatic lung cancer specimens grouped according 
to histology. Magnification x200.
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progression of NSCLC, being expressed in the majority of 
NSCLC metastatic deposits as well as in a predominant propor-
tion of SCLC brain metastases.

Our data clearly show that the expression of FKN receptor, 
CX3CR1, is differentially distributed across the diverse histo-
logical subgroups of primary lung cancer, with almost two-thirds 
of the NSCLC being classified as receptor-positive. Moreover, 
CX3CR1 expression in the primary tumour correlates with 
advanced lymphatic spread and with the extent of metastatic 
dissemination independent of histology. Since oligometastatic 
patients have significantly better outcomes compared to patients 
with widespread metastatic diffusion (33), such an observation 
indirectly supports the role of CX3CR1 in driving the clinical 
behaviour of the disease, a concept that is further reinforced by 
the significant association found between receptor expression 
and tumour stage.

Although limited by the small sample size, our study is 
also the first to provide preliminary evidence that CX3CR1 
expression may be involved in the pathophysiology of large 
cell neuroendocrine carcinomas an original finding that 
warrants further and more complete research in an adequately 
powered case series.

Since our study included advanced cases at the terminal 
stage of the disease we were unable to determine whether 
CX3CR1 positivity in the primary tumour can vary as a function 
of stage. On the other hand, our study design is peculiar in that 
it allowed us to find that up to three quarters of brain metastatic 
counterparts spread from both SCLC and NSCLC primaries 
expressed CX3CR1. Taken together, these findings suggest that 
this pathway might be a positive regulator in the progression of 
lung cancer.

We believe that the translational implications of this study 
are multifaceted. Firstly, routine pathological evaluation of 
CX3CR1 status in resected specimens of lung adenocarcinoma 
may represent a useful biomarker in the assessment of the meta-
static potential of these tumours and allow for risk stratification 
of patients after curative treatment. Despite metastatic dissemi-
nation to the liver and the CNS is regarded as a common event 
in the natural history of bronchogenic carcinoma, there is a lack 
of predictors for the development of metastatic spread to these 
districts.

The CNS in particular represents the first and most 
common site of relapse after definitive treatment of non-small 
cell lung cancer (NSCLC) (34), eventually affecting ≤55% of 
the patients with locally advanced disease (35). Regardless of 
the histopathological classification, intracranial diffusion is 
invariably associated with reduced survival (33,36).

Although a number of clinical predictors of metastatic spread 
to the CNS including nodal status and non-squamous histology 
(37) have been identified, the precise molecular mechanisms 
contributing to the neurotropic potential of NSCLC have not 
been fully elucidated.

Since CX3CR1-negative adenocarcinomas were more 
frequently associated with neurotropic spread, clinicians may 
incorporate this information to estimate the risk of intracra-
nial progression and guide treatment decisions accordingly. 
Although such conclusion cannot be directly inferred from 
our retrospective data, prospective studies evaluating the 
impact of CX3CR1 on progression-free and overall survival 
are warranted.

A second, but not less important implication of our study 
relates to the role of the FKN/CX3CR1 axis as an emerging 
therapeutically meaningful pathway (38). Our study in fact 
provides preliminary evidence supporting a potential role for 
specific inhibitors of FKN/CX3CR1 in the setting of advanced 
lung carcinoma and possibly, as an adjuvant strategy to treat 
micrometastatic disease.

Clearly, the retrospective and single center nature of our study 
should be considered as a limitation when evaluating our results. 
Moreover, as our study was on post-mortem specimens, we could 
not assess the impact of CX3CR1 expression on patients' survival 
and staging at diagnosis. However, despite the small number of 
subjects included, the uniqueness of our case series has to be 
highlighted for two reasons. Firstly, all the enrolled patients did 
not receive systemic or radiation treatment which eliminates the 
possibility of treatment-induced changes in the expression of our 
marker. Secondly, collection of matched primary and multiple 
metastatic tissue is rarely achievable, in prospective studies.

In conclusion, we have shown that CX3CR1 is differen-
tially expressed across NSCLC and SCLC, two histological 
subgroups of lung cancer with very different pathophysiology, 
clinical behavior and treatment strategies. We have indicated 
that CX3CR1 upregulation is a molecular trait shared by 
secondary brain tumours irrespective of histological categoriza-
tion. Based on these results, CX3CR1 could not only represent a 
determinant in the biological aggressiveness of NSCLC but also 
a potential therapeutic target for advanced disease.

Moreover, negativity to CX3CR1 identifies a specific 
subgroup of primary tumours with a preferential tendency 
to metastasize to the brain and the liver, which suggests that 
CX3CR1 may be a potential biomarker of site-specific organo-
tropic spread.
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